DIAGNOSTIC / FUEL INJECTION TOOLS / SPARK PLUG & IGNITION TESTERS

OTC

3101-18
Pro-Link Plus Heavy Duty Starter Kit includes Pro-Link Plus Scan Tool, multi-Protocol cartridge, KD standard PCMCIA application, data and power cable, 6-pin J1708 adapter, 9-pin adapter and storage case

3104
Pro-Link Graphiq handheld scan tool for engine, transmission, ABS, and more, includes Pro-Link Graphiq with multi-protocol cartridge, HDS software, PCMCIA card, 6-pin and 9-pin Deutsch cable, data and power cable, manual and carrying case

**Heavy Duty MPC Software**
- 3101-11 Multi-Protocol Cartridge
- 3101-14 Meritor Wabco MPC software for Pro-Link
- 3101-15 Eaton MPC software for Pro-Link
- 3101-16 Bendix MPC software for Pro-Link
- 3101-17 HD standard MPC software for Pro-Link
- 3101-45 Mack-V-Mack III software
- 3101-59 Allison reprogramming software
- 3101-61 Allison diagnostic WTEC II & III software
- 3101-63 Navistar NAVPAK software
- 3101-65 Detroit Diesel III/IV software
- 3101-69 ZF Meritor Transmission software
- 3101-72 D.D. Mercedes Benz MBE 900/4000 software
- 3101-77 Detroit Diesel DDEC V software

**Heavy Duty Vehicle Application Cartridges**
- 3101-36 HD Standard V2.1 software cartridge
- 3101-39 Meritor WABCO V4.2 software cartridge
- 3101-41 Mack V-Mac I V3.1 software cartridge
- 3101-44 Mack V-Mac II V2.1 software cartridge
- 3101-46 Eaton Vorad software cartridge
- 3101-47 Detroit Diesel I & II V4.1 software cartridge
- 3101-49 Detroit Diesel II & III V5.2 software cartridge
- 3101-52 Caterpillar V1.11 software cartridge
- 3101-54 Bendix Brake System software cartridge
- 3101-56 Navistar MRO software cartridge
- 3101-57 Hino Injection Pump software cartridge
- 3101-62 Volvo VED 12 V2.1 software cartridge
- 3101-70 Kelsey-Hayes ABS/ATC software cartridge
- 3101-71 Navistar IPC software cartridge

3102-02

OTC

GENISYS

3669OTC
Genisys USA 2006 Domestic Kit with 2006 USA Asian and 2004 USA ABS/Air Bag software includes scan tool, USA 2006 Domestic software with Pathfinder, Repair-Trac, Fast Fixes, USA 2006 Asian, USA 2004 ABS/Air Bag software, manuals, adapters, domestic vehicle cables for GM, Ford, Chrysler, Jeep, Saturn, and OBD II enhanced along with storage case, Does not include USA ABS/Air Bag cables or OBD I USA Asian cables

3670OTC
Genisys USA 2006 Domestic Deluxe Kit with 2006 USA Asian and 2004 USA ABS/Air Bag software and cables includes scan tool, USA 2006 Domestic software with Pathfinder, Repair-Trac, Fast Fixes, USA 2004 ABS/Air Bag software and vehicle specific cables, USA 2006 Asian software, manuals, adapters, domestic vehicle cables for GM, Ford, Chrysler, Jeep, Saturn, and OBD II enhanced along with storage case, Does not include OBD I USA Asian cables
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OTC

GENISYS

3669HD Genisys HD Standard Scan Tool for class 4-8 Trucks, supports HD J1587 / J1708 & J1939 CAN, engine, transmission / ABS coverage & more, live vehicle data such as engine speed, ECU temperature, percentage of acceleration pedal position, engine intercooler temperature, engine coolant temperature, battery volts, alternator volts, ambient air temperature, air inlet temperature, view & clear trouble codes, windows PC software; supported manufacturers include: Mac Trucks, GM, GMC, Freightliner, Ford, Kenworth, Peterbilt, International, Volvo and more medium & heavy duty vehicles; transmission and ABS systems include, Bendix, Detroit, Eaton, Meritor, WABCO, Caterpillar, Cummings, Allison, etc.

3670OTC Genisys USA 2006 Domestic Scan, Scope and InfoTech software Kit Includes scan tool, USA 2006 Domestic software with Pathfinder, Repair-Trac, Fast Fixes, USA 2006 Asian, USA 2004 ABS/Air Bag software, manuals, adapters, domestic vehicle cables for GM, Ford, Chrysler, Jeep, Saturn, and OBD II enhanced, a 4-channel Lab Scope Module with 4 DMM leads, ground lead, kV conventional ignition lead, GM HEI ignition adapter, ignition sync lead, manuals, InfoTech 2005 smart card and storage case Does not include USA ABS/Air Bag cables or OBD I USA Asian cables

3688OTC Genisys Scope Module with InfoTech 2006 Drivability Software Kit includes the Genisys 4-channel Lab Scope Module with 4 DMM leads, ground lead, kV conventional ignition lead, GM HEI ignition adapter, ignition sync lead, manual InfoTech repair information software Smart Card and storage case. (InfoTech requires 512 MB memory on the scan tool)

3681OTC Genisys USA 2006 Domestic Scan, Scope, Gas, and InfoTech software Kit Includes scan tool, USA 2006 Domestic software with Pathfinder, Repair-Trac, Fast Fixes, USA 2006 Asian, USA 2004 ABS/Air Bag software, manuals, adapters, domestic vehicle cables for GM, Ford, Chrysler, Jeep, Saturn, and OBD II enhanced, a 4-channel Lab Scope Module with 4 DMM leads, ground lead, kV conventional ignition lead, GM HEI ignition adapter, ignition sync lead, manuals, InfoTech 2005 smart card, Performance 5-Gas Analyzer Module with hose, probe, gas M-P software, filters and storage case Does not include USA ABS/Air Bag cables or OBD I USA Asian cables

3780 Genisys Performance 5-Gas Module The Genisys emissions repair solution kit includes the plug-in Performance 5-Gas Analyzer Module, hose, probe, Gas M-P software, regulator, filters, manual and storage case. (The 5-Gas Analyzer Module requires Pathfinder 2001 or newer software to operate)

NEMISYS

3797OTC Nemisis™ USA 2006 Scan Tool Kit covers early OBD I systems and all OBD II protocols including CAN. Features include: monochrome graphic display, OBD I & II domestic coverage 1984-2006, Global OBD II Asian & European coverage 1996-2006, domestic enhanced data & DTC’s-engine, transmission, ABS and air bag, CAN enabled, OBD II mode 6, repair information, record/playback, scanmate lite PC software. Includes scan tool, Ford, Gm, Chrysler OBD I cables, OBD II cable, ScanMate Lite PC software, scan tool to PC cable, 12 volt power cable, quick-start guide included with CD based manuals in English, Spanish & French, and storage case
3628  
Tech 2 Flash Basic Kit includes Tech 2 flash, vehicle power cables, vehicle adapters, 32 MB 1992-2006 GM PC diagnostic card and storage case. Features include; large easy to read backlit screen, graphic screen displays both text and graphics, and is capable of showing 9 sensors at once, snapshot graphing, Tech 2 flash scanner is reprogrammable, RS232 communication port, authentic GM software that provides full bi-directional control when performing power train, chassis and body diagnostic.

3646  
Tech 2 Flash Deluxe Kit includes Tech 2 flash, vehicle power cables, vehicle adapters, 32 MB 1992-2006 GM PC diagnostic card, CANdi module, and storage case. Features include; large easy to read backlit screen, graphic screen displays both test and graphics, and is capable of showing 9 sensors at once, snapshot graphing, Tech 2 flash scanner is reprogrammable, RS232 communication port, authentic GM software that provides full bi-directional control when performing power train, chassis and body diagnostic.

3596E  
Oil Light Reset Tool Electronic & Manual Kit electronic tool set includes the adapters and interface module required to reset the oil service lights on VW, Audi, Mercedes Benz, BMW & Volvo manual reset coverage through 2005 both domestic and import vehicles.

3840  
Automotive Lab Scope Kit includes 2-channel lab scope, red & yellow test leads, black ground lead, 3 & 5 way alligator clips, 3 test probes, 3 back probes, ignition probes, inductive pickup, lead extensions, AC adapter, update cable/software, carrying case and manual. Features include; 2-channel lab scope, 25 MHz sample rate per channel for rapid data updates, true RMS GMM measurements and graphs, a “Glitch Snare” feature that captures, displays and optionally saves abnormal signal patterns, real time comparison between actual waveforms and reference waveforms on the same screen, preset tests for checking sensors and actuators, secondary ignition single function displays the waveform along with spark voltage, RPM, burn time, and burn voltage at the same time, diesel function allows you to set injection pump timing & RPM, USB interface supports update for code & data over the internet.
3850
Solarity 4-Channel Scope Kit includes Solarity with plug in 4-channel scope module, 4 scope/DMM leads with 5-way alligator clips, ground lead, kV ignition lead, ignition sync lead, HEI adapter, manual, InfoTech smart card, CD, and carrying case. Features include: 4-channel full function scope, 4 MHz sample rate on all channels, adjustable glitch capture, update via compact flash or PC, smart card security, print via desktop, 4-channel high speed lab scope with graphing & DMM covers, volts, RPM, ohms, frequency, duty cycle; Ignition scope capabilities include: primary/secondary, distributorless ignition, coil-on-plug, raster, parade, superimposed, single cylinder and record; InfoTech software coverage supports Domestic, Asian and European vehicle coverage for vehicles on the road today covering ABS, engine and transmissions; vehicle specific component tests and information vehicle system tests, torque specs, oil light reset procedures, tune-up specifications, domestic transmission pan ID, repair-trac, and indexed information.

3850M
Solarity 4-Channel Scope Master Kit includes Solarity with plug in 4-channel scope module, 4 scope/DMM leads, ground lead, kV ignition lead, ignition sync lead, HEI adapter, low amp probe 0-60A, pressure/vacuum adapter, temperature adapter, COP adapter (5 OEMs), COP adapter cable, 14 piece terminal adapters, BNC/banana adapter cable, 3 test probes, 3 back probes, manual, InfoTech smart card, CD and case, has all the features of the 3850 and more.

3855
Solarity Performance 5-Gas Emissions Kit includes Solarity with plug in 5-gas analyzer module, hoses, exhaust probe, power cable and battery adapter, RS232 cable, AC power supply, smart card, gas M-P software CD, filters, manual and carrying case. Features and functions include; heavy duty pump and filtration, along with the O2 and NOx sensors are field serviceable, meets or exceeds BAR 97, OIML Class 0 accuracy standards, software can be configured to 3, 4 or 5 gas, system configuration lets you choose reading gasses from gas, propane, methane, or variable fuel vehicles, automatic water purge, fluid overload protection keeps liquids from entering the system, automatic zero mode, on board diagnostics provide possible cause of excessive emissions, live data display, automated mechanical system tests include; leaking head gaskets, cylinder balance, leaking intake manifold gaskets, fuel system tests, restricted air intake system, and catalytic converter condition.

6525
LeakMaster Leak Detection System for EVAP testing, wind and water leaks, vacuum leaks testing, exhaust leaks, crankcase oil, cooling systems testing, built-in flow meter, more than 1000 tests per refill, non-toxic, non-corrosive smoke, user refillable. Comes with 2 exhaust cones, assorted cap plug kit, smoke diffuser adapter, 400,000 CP spotlight with 20' cord and battery clips, standard SVC port adapter, 25' nitrogen coiled hose, small SVC port adapter, double-ended Schrader remover tool, water trap filter, smoke compound with Utratrace UV technology.
Software Update Kits For Genisys, Nemisys, and Tech 2

3421-37 Genisys ConnecTech PC wireless kit includes ConnecTech software CD, smart card, wireless LAN PC card and USB wireless access point.

3421-46 Genisys GM All Modules Reprogramming Starter Kit provides the ability to reprogram all reprogrammable modules on 1993 to 2005 GM vehicles, includes the authentic GM application and data CDs (for windows), PC hardware security lock, Smart Card, System Smart insert, manuals, and a 12 month subscription to updates of GM AC Delco application and data CDs. (Requires Pathfinder 2003 or newer software)

3421-47 USA 2004 ABS/Air Bag Update Kit (software only)

3421-48 USA 2004 ABS/Air Bag Software Starter Kit includes ABS specific cables, four System Smart inserts, software CD, Smart Card and manual.

3421-54 USA ABS/Air Bag Cable Kit includes ABS specific cables and four Smart System inserts. NO Software.

3421-62 USA 2006 Domestic Software Update Kit includes Pathfinder with Repair-Trac, Fast Fixes, Smart Card, Manual, and a window based program CD for downloading software updates. (Must Be Used with System 2.0, requires purchase of 3421-58)

3421-73 USA 2005 European Software Update Kit includes European smart card, manual & CD, BMW OBD I cable and Mercedes 38 pin SSI purchased separately.

3421-74 USA 2005 European Software Starter Kit for Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Porsche, SAAB, Volvo & VW. Kit includes software CD, smart card, Mercedes 38-pin cable, Mercedes 1-pin cable, VW/Audi cable, and five System Smart inserts. (Requires Pathfinder 2002 or newer software)

3421-79 Genisys HD Starter Kit includes 9-pin Deutsch cable, 6-pin Deutsch cable, one system smart insert, one heavy duty Smart card and PC software CD.

3421-83 InfoTech 2005 Driveability Software Kit for Genisys owners with 512MB of memory, kit includes InfoTech 2005 Smart Card, manual, & a window based program CD for downloading software updates. (Must Be Used with System 2.0, requires purchase of 3421-58)
Software Update Kits For Genisys, Nemisys, and Tech 2

3421-84 System 2.0 Update Compact Flash Memory Kit works with all Genisys Tools System 1.3 or higher. This system provides faster booting, quick OBD II code reading and icon-based interface.

3421-85 USA Asian 2006 Software Update Kit for Genisys owners who already have the Asian Import 2000 or 2003 starter kits and want to update coverage to 2005, kit includes software CD and Smart Card. (Must Be Used with System 2.0, requires purchase of 3421-58)

3421-86 USA 2006 Asian Software Starter Kit, includes Honda & Nissan OBD I cables and Nissan smart insert, this kit will give you Asian coverage OBD I & II through 2005, comes with software CD, Asian Import 2005 Smart Card, Asian import specific vehicle cables and manuals. (Must Be Used with System 2.0, requires purchase of 3421-58)

3421-87 USA Asian Cable Kit Only, this kit is for Genisys owners who have 2006 Asian import software but need Asian-specific vehicle cables.

3625-02 GM AC Delco SPS Reprogramming Starter Kit; This kit provides the ability to reprogram 1993 and newer GM powertrain controllers. Kit includes 12 month subscription to the authentic GM aftermarket AC Delco SPS software on CD-Rom disks, a hardware lock, RS232 cable and manual.

3625-14 Authentic GM Software Update Kit when bring you existing Tech 2 Flash up to the dealer level. Includes 32 MB PCMCIA memory card loaded with authentic GM software covering 1992-2006, includes a one year subscription.
3625-16 GM AC Delco All Modules Reprogramming Starter Kit provides the ability to reprogram 1993 & newer GM powertrain, body, & chassis controllers. Kit includes a 12 month subscription to the authentic GM aftermarket AC Delco all modules Pro software on CD-Rom disks, hardware lock, RS232 cable, and users manual.

3625-17 GM AC Delco TIS Starter Kit provides the ability to reprogram 1993 and newer GM powertrain, body and chassis controllers. Kit includes a 12 month subscription to the authentic GM aftermarket AC Delco TIS software on CD-Rom disks, software that will enable the user to update the software on your existing Tech 2's PCMCIA card, hardware lock, RS232 cable and manual.

3625-20 CANdi Module for Tech 2 Flash needed to perform diagnostics on new GM vehicles that use the CAN interface, the module connects between the Tech 2 Flash's diagnostic link cable and the OBD adapter, once it is connected it can be used on all GM vehicle applications including OBD I & OBD II platforms; In order for the CANdi module to work, you must have a 32 MB PCMCIA card with at least software version 24.001 in your Tech 2 Flash.

3774-11 Nemisis USA 2006 Domestic Update Kit (84-05)
3774-12 Nemisis USA 2006 Asian Update Kit (96-05)
3774-13 Nemisis USA 2006 Combination Update Kit includes domestic (84-05) and import (96-05)

135 Spark Plug Terminal Pliers
2428 Compression Tester includes 16" rubber hose, 14mm & 18mm spark plug hole adapters, air-hold valve, easy to read reset gauge, checks cylinder compression from 0-300PSI
2521 Fuel Pump Vacuum & Pressure Tester will test fuel line pressure and vacuum leaks and check for leaky valves, timing, fuel pump vacuum and pressure & gas line leakage. Easy to read 2-11/16" gauge that measures vacuum from 0-28" Hg in 1" increments and pressure from 0-15psi in ½psi increments.
2568 Spark Plug Boot Puller
2756 Calibrated HEI Ignition Tester
2757 Calibrated Standard Ignition Tester
3197 5.5mm Ford Distributor Module Socket will replace module without removing distributor from car
3410 Ford Module Wrench removes and installs Ford ignition modules without removing distributor
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W1216 Ford Ignition Module Tool with both T20 & 7/32" hex ends
W1217 Ford Ignition Module Tool with 7/32" hex end
W80530 Spark Plug Wire Tester
W80531 Spark Plug Wire Puller
W80532 Insulated Spark Plug Boot Puller
W80580 0-300psi Compression Tester
W80594 Fuel Pump Vacuum & Pressure Tester will test fuel line pressure and vacuum leaks and check for leaky valves, timing, fuel pump vacuum & pressure and gas line leakage.
W89500 6pc Electronic Fuel Injection Noid Light Test Kit quickly tests F.I. systems on: GM TBI, Bosch PFI, Ford TBI, GM PFI, Geo TBI, and GM SCPI
W89501 6pc Noid Light/IAC Test Kit Includes GM TBI, Bosch PFI, Ford TBI, GM Multec 2, GM PFI, Geo TBI, GM SCPI, Bosch 2, 82 & newer GM TBI/PFI IAC tester with square 4-pin connector and 87 & newer model 700 TBI/PFI with flat 4 pin connector

4000MV Silverline Automotive Hand Held Vacuum/Pressure Pump Kit includes a durable aluminum die cast hand vacuum/pressure pump with a 2" gauge in a rubber boot protector, 4.5oz. fluid reservoir bottle with fluid transfer & storage lids, 7 tapered adapters for connecting tubing from .090 to .50", 2 tapered manifold plugs, 3 bleeder screw adapters, a tubing adapter, 4 connection tubes, manual and carrying case.

5530MV Professional Compression Test Kit includes everything to perform dry & wet cylinder compression tests commonly used to detect ring or cylinder head problems, sticking valves, blown head gaskets, and more. Large easy to read 2-3/4" gauge with manual pressure release, extended hoses, 14mm & 18mm spark plug hole adapters, adapters to fit small engines such as mowers, trimmers, and chain saws, quick disconnect coupler.

5535MV Digital Diesel Compression Test Kit includes digital gauge that will test up to 1,000psi (69 bar), 15" hose with female quick-release coupler, 2 injector adapters, 4 glow plug adapters, right angle adapter, field service kit and carrying case.

W80530
W1217
W80531
W80580
W80594
W89500
W89501
4000MV
W80580
W80530
W1217
W80531
4000MV
5530MV
5535MV
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23900  In-Line Ignition Spark Checker used to quickly trouble shoot ignition system, connects in-line between spark plug and plug wire to show duplicate view of the ignition spark.

23920  In-Line Ignition Spark Checker with 90° Boot used to quickly trouble shoot ignition system, connects in-line between spark plug and plug wire to show duplicate view of the ignition spark.

23970  In-Line Sparker Checker Kit for Recessed Plugs can be used with conventional or coil-on ignition systems, safety orange color for easy visibility

36310  Electronic F.I. & Ignition Spark Tester Kit, combines the 23900 in-line ignition spark checker and a 6pc noid light set for checking fuel injection signals.

TU470A  Fuel Injection Canister Cleaner with two gauges, use top gauge to set the cleaning pressure while referring to the vehicle’s fuel pressure with the bottom gauge, both gauges are 2-1/4” and have dual scale readings of 0-100psi & 0-7bar, uses shop air and canister will hold 20oz. of any cleaning solution on the market today. Does not include adapters.

CLT2PB  Cylinder Leakage Tester measures the ability of an engine cylinder to hold compressed air using shop air pressure, comes with 26” hose & regulator, 14mm & 18mm spark plug hole adapters, 2-1/4” gauge for measuring low, medium and high leakage, and a scale of 0-100%, second gauge has a dual scale of 0-100psi & 0-7bar to monitor input air-line pressure.

TU1P  Deluxe Vacuum & Fuel Pump Tester will test fuel line pressure and vacuum leaks and check for leaky valves, timing, fuel pump vacuum & pressure and gas line leakage. Easy to read 3-1/2” gauge that measures vacuum from 0-28” Hg in 1” increments and pressure from 0-10psi.

TU3PB  Universal Compression Tester includes 14mm & 18mm short adapters, 14mm & 18mm long flex adapters, and 14mm long reach adapter, long 12” flex hose, 2-1/2” gauge with dual scale with ranges 0-300psi and 0-21bar

TU113PB  Basic Fuel Injection Tester for US & Imports (except Bosch C.I.S. and GM T.B.I.) comes with large & small Schrader adapters, M6 x 1.00 O-ring adapter, and tee manifold, 2-1/2” gauge has a dual scale with ranges from 0-100psi & 0-7bar.

TU443  Deluxe Fuel Injection Pressure Test Kit comes with many adapters, hoses, and fittings to cover most F.I. systems worldwide, 3-1/2” gauge with dual scale that measures 0-100psi and 0-7bar, relief valve & 6” of tubing to relieve the fuel pressure and the fuel safely, quick connector at the end of the gauge hose for speedy & efficient coupling of adapters, manual and case.

TU443-2  Fuel Injection Update Kit II, updates the TU443 enabling fuel injection pressure tests on all major domestic & foreign vehicle platforms to present

TU469  Fuel Injection Pressure Tester with Schrader Adapters, great starter kit enables testing on vehicles with small of standard size Schrader valves, quick connector at end of gauge hose, 3-1/2” dual scale gauge measures 0-100psi and 0-7bar.

23900  In-Line Ignition Spark Checker used to quickly trouble shoot ignition system, connects in-line between spark plug and plug wire to show duplicate view of the ignition spark.

TU1PB  Deluxe Vacuum & Fuel Pump Tester will test fuel line pressure and vacuum leaks and check for leaky valves, timing, fuel pump vacuum & pressure and gas line leakage. Easy to read 3-1/2” gauge that measures vacuum from 0-28” Hg in 1” increments and pressure from 0-10psi.

TU3PB  Universal Compression Tester includes 14mm & 18mm short adapters, 14mm & 18mm long flex adapters, and 14mm long reach adapter, long 12” flex hose, 2-1/2” gauge with dual scale with ranges 0-300psi and 0-21bar

TU113PB  Basic Fuel Injection Tester for US & Imports (except Bosch C.I.S. and GM T.B.I.) comes with large & small Schrader adapters, M6 x 1.00 O-ring adapter, and tee manifold, 2-1/2” gauge has a dual scale with ranges from 0-100psi & 0-7bar.

TU443  Deluxe Fuel Injection Pressure Test Kit comes with many adapters, hoses, and fittings to cover most F.I. systems worldwide, 3-1/2” gauge with dual scale that measures 0-100psi and 0-7bar, relief valve & 6” of tubing to relieve the fuel pressure and the fuel safely, quick connector at the end of the gauge hose for speedy & efficient coupling of adapters, manual and case.

TU443-2  Fuel Injection Update Kit II, updates the TU443 enabling fuel injection pressure tests on all major domestic & foreign vehicle platforms to present

TU469  Fuel Injection Pressure Tester with Schrader Adapters, great starter kit enables testing on vehicles with small of standard size Schrader valves, quick connector at end of gauge hose, 3-1/2” dual scale gauge measures 0-100psi and 0-7bar.

TU470A  Fuel Injection Canister Cleaner with two gauges, use top gauge to set the cleaning pressure while referring to the vehicle’s fuel pressure with the bottom gauge, both gauges are 2-1/4” and have dual scale readings of 0-100psi & 0-7bar, uses shop air and canister will hold 20oz. of any cleaning solution on the market today. Does not include adapters.
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CP7527 Inductive Timing Light works on conventional, electronic, computer controlled, DIS and 2 cycle ignition systems, metal inductive pick-up, one touch on/off control
CP7528 Advance Timing Light works on conventional, electronic, computer controlled ignition systems, adjustable advance, metal inductive pick-up, one touch on/off control
CP7529 Digital Timing Light works on conventional, electronic, computer controlled, DIS and 2 cycle ignition systems, metal inductive pick-up, adjustable advance, digital LED readout of tach & advance, 2/4 cycle & RPM advance mode, 2 to 4 cycle selector button, RPM advance selector button, flashlight feature button and up or down scroll buttons.
CP7818 Fuel Pressure Tester Kit with large easy to read 0-100psi gauge, tests fuel pump check valve, fuel rail pop-off pressure, fuel rail deterioration and leaking injectors.
CP7826 Compression Tester with 14mm & 18mm spark plug hole sizes, 14" flexible hose and large 2-1/2" gauge.
CP9125 OBD II Pocket Scan Tool reads codes, pending codes, erases codes, erase I/M monitors, shows MIL status and I/M monitor status, supports protocol platforms; Keyword 2000, ISO-9142-2, J1850 and CAN.
CP9135 OBD II Auto Scan Tool reads codes, pending codes, erases codes, erase I/M monitors, gives code definition on the screen, shows MIL status and I/M monitor status, supports protocol platforms; Keyword 2000, ISO-9142-2, J1850 and CAN.
CP9150 Auto Scan Tool Kit for both OBD I & OBD II reads codes, pending codes, erases codes, erase I/M monitors, gives code definition on the screen, shows MIL status and I/M monitor status, displays live sensor data, has freeze frame function, supports protocol platforms; Keyword 2000, ISO-9142-2, J1850 and CAN. DTC lookup feature, review data offline with battery backup, comes with OBD II cable, Ford OBD I MCU/EEC-IV cable, Chrysler OBD I SCI cable, GM OBD I ALDL cable, 8" extension cable, cigarette lighter adapter and case.
CP9175 Trilingual OBD II Scan Tool, reads codes, pending codes, erases codes, erase I/M monitors, gives code definition on the screen, shows MIL status and I/M monitor status, has freeze frame function, DTC lookup feature, review data offline with battery backup, supports protocol platforms; Keyword 2000, ISO-9142-2, J1850 and CAN.

19380 Spark Indicator use to test plugs, plug wires, and coils without puncturing wire
20250 0-300psi Compression Tester fit 14mm & 18mm spark plug holes
20300 Fuel Pump Vacuum & Pressure Tester will test fuel line pressure and vacuum leaks and check for leaky valves, timing, fuel pump vacuum & pressure and gas line leakage
20610 In-Line Ignition Spark Checker used to quickly trouble shoot ignition system, connects in-line between spark plug and plug wire to show duplicate view of the ignition spark.
26900 Spark Plug Wire Tester
27800 Universal Noid Light with an adjustable probe to fit all electronic F.I. systems
50850 Ignition Spark Tester check spark at plug wire
51500 Spark Plug Wire Puller
51750LS Adjustable Spark Plug Wire Puller, jaw adjusts to 5 different positions for easier access to spark plug boots
55200LS Fuse Puller
64650LS Ford Ignition Module Tool with 7/32" hex end
Pocket, Auto & Trilingual Scan Tools

PRO-LINK Plus Heavy Duty Starter Kit